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Introduction
Have you ever seen those fit women
jogging through the park? Or maybe came
across a video on Facebook or Instagram of
a mom rocking out push-ups while her
toddler clings to her back? Seeing these
amazing women exercising and getting fit
can be pretty inspiring.
It can also leave us wondering “How did
they get there??” How did they get their
bodies into such amazing shape? How did
they overcome the obstacles that seem to
hold the rest of us back?
Do their kids just not interrupt them
15,000 times while they are trying to work
out?

Do they magically know how to create
exercise plans and workouts? What is the
secret that keeps them motivated long
enough to get to see results?
It can be easy to think that it must just
come easier for them. You might try to
comfort yourself with the idea that they
have probably always been fit and active,
so it’s just not hard for them.
Or that maybe they have something you’re
lacking and that’s why they are able to
achieve a healthy and fit lifestyle. I know
before I started my own health journey
that’s definitely how I thought.
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In this book, I’m going to teach you that
there is no magic secret and you don't
have to be genetically gifted to be able to
exercise consistently and have the strong
and healthy body you want.

Now, despite being active while growing up
and even joining the Army Reserves at age 17,
I was not a runner. To be perfectly honest, I
hated running. Or I should say, I hated how I
felt when running.

You have the ability to exercise regularly
and reach your fitness goals too, and in
this book I’m going to share with you the
tools and knowledge you need to do it.

Back when I used to have to run for the
military, I would spend the entire 2-mile run
we did for our P.T. test fantasizing about
mildly injuring myself so I wouldn’t have to
run anymore.

But before I get into the nitty-gritty of how
to stay motivated and consistent with your
workouts, I want to tell you about how I
used twhat I’m going to teach you to make
a complete overhaul in my own fitness
journey.

My Story
Back in February of 2019, I was kind of a
mess. I had stalled in my weight loss and I
was dealing with a lot of stress and anxiety in
my life. I was very active in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu,
but that alone wasn’t getting me the results I
wanted.
I wanted to lose more weight and tone up my
belly and thighs. I also had this nagging dream
in the back of my mind. I wanted to be good
at running.

I would seriously envision accidentally
stepping wrong and twisting my ankle or
maybe my knee. I didn’t want to seriously hurt
myself. (I wasn’t that bad.)
But I did want a legitimate reason that I could
stop running and not get in trouble for it. I
even failed the run portion of almost every
Physical Fitness Test I had to take during my 8
years in the military.
So when I say running wasn’t my thing, at the
time, I honestly believed that to be true. But I
also desperately wished it was!
I really admired runners. Being good at
running has always struck me as being the
definition of physically fit. (Maybe because
cardio has always been an area that I
struggled with.)
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So, back in February, I started listening to
a podcast with the initial goal of finally
losing the last of my weight and at least
checking that health goal off my list. In the
podcast, the host was explaining how she
started her own 100 lb. weight loss
journey by walking 15 minutes a day.
She eventually went on to run several halfmarathons, marathons, and obstacle
courses. Her method for going from
someone who was 100 lbs overweight,
never did sports, and could only walk for
15 minutes to someone who could run full
marathons was so inspiring, it spurred me
to finally tackle my dream of becoming a
runner.
I figured if she could do it, there was no
reason I couldn’t. I didn’t have nearly that
much weight to lose and I had been
exercising on and off for most of my life.
That day I made the commitment to try.
But I decided I was going to do it on my
own terms. I wasn’t going to compare
myself to anyone else.
I wasn’t going to use anyone else’s
programs. I didn’t want to have
expectations to try to live up to (and
possibly fail at) that weren’t specific to
me.

One of my biggest fears and mental blocks to
getting better at running before had been the
struggle of keeping up with other people’s
standards.
In the military, they set the distance and a
time limit that I had to complete my 2-mile
run in. That was a lot of pressure!
For this new stage in my life, I didn’t want any
pressure. I didn’t want any negativity seeping
into my brain and making feel like I couldn’t
do it.
One of the things I had learned from the
podcast was to make sure that I started at my
current ability level. That meant, as someone
who wasn’t running at all, I didn’t wake up the
next day and try to run a mile.
I started with speed walking. I knew that was
something I could commit to 100%. When it
came time to go walk, there was no mental
drama about doing it, because I knew that it
was in the realm of my current skill set.
I won’t lie though, that first week my calves
were on fire! But I will tell you what, I felt so
amazing after that first week. I was doing
cardio! It was challenging, but I was getting it
done.
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Next, I moved on to walk/jog intervals. I
would speed walk for 4 minutes, then jog
for 1 minute. From there, I slowly
increased the length of my jogging
intervals. After a few months, I was
jogging for 15 minutes straight!
It was so exciting! I would think to myself
the entire time that I would do it, “You’re
doing it! You’re doing it!” Now, I wasn’t
fast. It was definitely a jog.
But my goal was never to be fast. My goal
was to be able to do it in a way that felt
doable, comfortable, and successful for
me. Speed did not play a factor in that.
I slowly started increasing my jog time by
5-minute increments. I would put on a
podcast or some music and jog around my
house.
My friends would laugh at me sometimes
when I would describe it, but it didn’t
matter. Because the progress I was
making was undeniable.
I could see it in my own body and in the
way I felt about myself. And others were
starting to notice too.

About 6 months after I got started, I was
posting to some friends about one of my
runs. I had finally got a Fitbit to track my
distance and I was running almost 3 miles.
(Which was the farthest I had ever run and
not wanted to go cry in the corner when I was
done.)
One of my friends, who had done several races
in the past, said she was starting to train for a
half-marathon in January and asked if I
wanted to join her. My first reaction was no! I
can’t run a half marathon! That’s crazy talk.
But then I thought about it for a minute. I
asked myself “Are you saying no because you
don’t want to, or because you think you
can’t?”
And the answer was that I didn’t think I could.
My answer of no was coming from fear more
than anything else. The old fear that had
stopped me from even trying to run back
before I had started.
So I gathered up my courage and said yes. I
made sure she knew I was super slow and had
zero experience running anything longer than
3 miles, but I was willing to try.
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That first run together I was so nervous. I
had previously only run by myself and
mostly at my house. I even had to go out
and buy some new running shoes for it lol.
But it went great. And 5 months later I ran
my first half-marathon with her on January
19, 2020.
The way I felt when I crossed the finish line
is hard for me to put into words. Running
that race was the hardest thing I had ever
pushed myself to do.
Giving birth to my 3 children was probably
the actual hardest, but those babies were
coming out no matter what! I had to push
myself physically and mentally to finish the
race.
I felt so proud of myself when the race was
over. I had gone from someone who used
to wish for physical pain rather than have
to run to someone who ran 13.1 miles.
Voluntarily!

Throughout this book, I will teach you some of
the best tools and tricks I know that help you
stay motivated and consistent with your
workout routine. When you can stay
consistent with your workouts, you will see
results.
Your goal may not be to become a runner like
my dream was. Maybe you want to finally lose
the baby weight or become stronger. Maybe
you want to have enough energy to run and
play with your kids.
Maybe you want to tighten and tone specific
parts of your body so your clothes fit better.
Whatever your end goal is, I’m going to help
you get you there. Are you ready?? Let’s get
started!

-Candice

In this book, I am going to share with you
everything I learned about how to take a
dream of improving your health and
fitness to actually creating the results! I
will teach you how to build your best you.
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Chapter 1: Understanding Your
Why
The very first thing you need to do when
you want to start exercising regularly is to
understand how you’re going to motivate
yourself throughout your fitness journey.
What underlying thought is going to help
you get out of bed and put your tennis
shoes on when it’s so tempting to just roll
over and hit the snooze button?
I’m going to tell you right now, no matter
how pumped you are at the beginning of
the journey, you will have days that you just
don’t feel like it. There will be days that you
are tired or sore.

Your husband might be trying to talk you
into skipping a workout so you can relax
and watch TV together. Some days your
kids are going to be vying for a little extra
attention.
Your life is going to keep happening to you
throughout this journey too. The good and
the bad. So you need to have a strong
sense of why it’s worth your time and
effort to get up and make those workouts
happen.
If the only thought you have to motivate
yourself is that “I should be working out
more,”
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odds are pretty good that when
temptation comes calling, you’re gonna
have a hard time saying no.

Nevermind the tough ones when your toddler
is having non-stop meltdowns and the older
kids won’t stop fighting…

For most of us, there are lots of things we
“should” be doing that we just don’t get
around to. The only things that make the
cut for our precious time and attention are
the things that we choose to make
important to us.

Having a tool that helps gives you energy,
reduces stress, and creates a little me-time is
something we all need in our lives. In this
house, we call exercise the “sanity saver.”

So you need to decide now, before you
even get started, why exercising regularly
is important to you.
Here are 5 important reasons to
motivate you to get up and exercise:

1.) Exercise boosts
your mood and
lowers your stress
levels.
This is probably the most important reason
that I exercise on a regular basis. Because,
let’s face it, parenting is tough.
Being a mom can be exhausting on the good
days.

It got that nickname because of how much
more sane, centered, and happy I feel when I
make it a priority. I’m not exaggerating when I
say that I NEED it.
When you exercise your body releases
endorphins. These endorphins are feel-good
chemicals that our brain loves and needs.
Something all of the moms I know could
definitely use a regular dose of.
Exercise is a big part of staying not just
physically healthy, but mentally healthy too.
My husband and kids will definitely vouch for
me when I say I'm a much nicer mom when I
get to exercise regularly.
If your day-to-day life often leaves you feeling
stressed, mentally overwhelmed, or anxious,
exercising regularly can help with that a lot.
When it’s time to go do your workout,
reminding yourself how much exercising
makes you feel better mentally can go a long
way toward getting you up and moving.
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2.) Exercise keeps
your body healthy.
Our bodies were made to move. Pure and
simple. They work best when we get regular
movement and exercise.
Our immune system is healthier, our brain is
sharper and works faster, we sleep better, our
digestive tract becomes more regular, our
muscles and joints become stronger and more
mobile… Really the list is endless.
You would be hard-pressed to find a system
in your body that doesn’t work better when
you work out regularly. There is a reason that
exercise is one of the top recommendations
doctors make to help improve your health
across a range of different issues.
As moms, we have a lot to do trying to keep
up with our kids. Between running around to
soccer practice, cooking, cleaning, naptimes,
helping with homework, and all the other
hundreds of things we do, we don’t have time
to fall apart.
Our kids and our families need us healthy and
at our best. Exercising consistently helps us
have the energy and stamina to show up for
our families the way we want to.

3.) Regular exercise
sets a good example
for your kids.
Think about all of the issues, struggles, and
problems that you currently have that you
know would be better or even disappear
completely if you exercised regularly. Now
think about your kids.
If you could save them from having to deal
with those problems would you? Of course,
you would! Every parent wants their kids to
live a life free of the issues that they struggle
with.
The best way to teach your children to
exercise regularly is to lead by example. No
matter what we might say, our children are
going to follow what we do.
Every time that you get in a workout you are
demonstrating to your kids that exercise is
important. You are teaching them how to be
active.
Right now, when they’re young, is the best
time to help them develop a regular habit of
exercising. That way, when they hit
adulthood, they can carry that habit with
them.
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It becomes something they are used to and
comes easy to them.
Which is much better than having to figure
out how to do it as adults, which we both
know is way harder. The next time you are
struggling to go exercise, remind yourself that
this is a great opportunity to teach your kids
how to be active and healthy.

4.) Exercise is a great
form of self-care.
When I first got started exercising after my
2nd baby, this was a pretty big motivating
factor for me. Heading out to my kickboxing
class twice a week was my one and only
opportunity to get a break from work, my
kids, and all of my other responsibilities.
I got to go spend a little over an hour having
adult conversations, having fun, and doing
something that was good for me. As moms,
this is something that I think most of us need
more of in our lives.
We need regular opportunities to take care of
ourselves. To invest time and energy into
something that is good for us AND makes us
feel good.

Exercise can be a great way to unwind and
destress. There is this idea that exercise
always has to be hard and miserable. This
isn’t the case! When you pick workouts you
enjoy doing, exercise can be something fun
that you look forward to.

5.) Exercise helps you
feel fit and strong.
Exercise strengthens your body inside and
out. Exercise helps strengthen your heart and
lungs as well as improve your overall health. It
also tightens and tones your arms, legs, back,
and stomach.
Whether you are looking to feel more
comfortable and confident in your clothes or
you’re hoping to just have enough energy to
keep up with your kids, exercise will help.
As moms it can be easy to get sucked into the
day-to-day tasks of parenting. Then you look
up a few years later and barely recognize the
person in the mirror. *Raises hand*
I was always someone who valued being
strong, but after my first 2 kids, I lost sight of
that. And my confidence and self-esteem
definitely took a hit.
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Once I started exercising regularly, getting
stronger, and improving my fitness I realized
what a difference it made in how I felt about
myself overall.

And don’t worry about whether or not the
reasons are “important enough.” Your
reasons don’t need to motivate anyone else
but you.

Exercise can help you reconnect with the
strong confident woman inside. The one who
feels comfortable in her skin and values her
body for the amazing things it can do.

They could be as simple as “I want to be able
to wear shorts in public without feeling self
conscious.” Or they could be as big as “I want
to lower my risk of heart disease so I can be
around longer for my family.”

Here are some compelling reasons others
choose to exercise regularly:
Get past a weight-loss stall
Tone up a specific area of the body
More energy
Sleep better
Lose the baby weight
Build confidence
Stay healthy for my children
To love the way I look
To fit into special outfits
To be more confident and comfortable in
a bathing suit on vacation
Better mobility
Keep up with my active family
Lessen the pain of carrying extra weight
around

All that matters is that on the tough days, it
will inspire you to get up and get moving.

Actions Steps for
Chapter 1:
Use these journal prompts to help you
discover your "exercise why":
1. Exercise is important for me because…
2. If I exercise regularly my life will
improve by…
3. If I don’t exercise regularly I will have to
deal with…

Now that we have gone over some reasons to
exercise regularly, I want you to create a list of
your own. Sit down for 5-10 minutes and
write down some reasons that make YOU
want to get up and go workout.
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Chapter 2: How to Create Exercise
Goals You Will Actually Work
Towards
Now that you have a reason to actually get
out of bed in the morning and workout,
next you need to create a useful and
actionable exercise goal. An exercise goal
differs from your main “why” that we
discussed in Chapter 1 in a few ways.
For starters, your “why” is often a more
abstract idea or thought. Take for example
if your why is that you want to lose the
baby weight and feel more comfortable
and confident in your body.
That can create some good motivation, but
what that looks like can differ from person
to person.

For some women that might mean rocking
a size 10 and wearing shorts during
summer playdates at the park. For some
women that might look like wearing a size
4 and wearing bikinis to the beach.
With such differing goals, it makes sense
that each exercise plan and routine would
look different as well. That’s why it’s so
important to get clear and specific on what
you’re trying to achieve.
And keep in mind, that your goal may
evolve and change. That’s totally normal.
You still want to have a good idea of
something to work toward in the
beginning.
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In this chapter, you are going to use your
main motivation (your why that we
discussed in Chapter 1) and you’re going to
transform it into a measurable and
actionable goal. This goal is going to help
guide you in deciding which workouts to
do and how often to do them.

Step 1: Creating a
Useful Goal
The first thing you need to do is recognize
whether the goal you have is actually
helping you get where you want to be. If
your goal doesn’t help you create an action
plan to get you there, it’s probably not
doing you as much good as you think.
A useful goal has these traits in common:
it’s Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Relevant, and Timely (S.M.A.R.T.). To really
help guide you and keep you on track, you
want to create a S.M.A.R.T. goal. So let’s
dive into what that looks like.

Step 2: S.M.A.R.T.
Goals
Specific
The first thing you want to do is to make sure
your goal is specific. What exactly do you hope
to achieve when you have reached your goal?

Let’s look at the example I mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter. You want to lose
the baby weight and feel more confident in
your body.
What will that look like for you? Is your goal to
be a certain size? Do you want to see a certain
number on the scale? Do you want your
clothes to fit a certain way?
Are you aiming for the size and weight you
were before pregnancy? What exactly do you
hope to achieve when you have reached your
goal?
The more specific you are when setting your
goal, the easier it will be to plan out the
exercises that will help get you there.

Measurable
Next you need to decide how to measure
when you have reached your goal. How will
you know when you have achieved it?
If your goal is to lose the baby weight, you
might measure your success by whether or
not you weigh what you did before your
pregnancy.
If your goal is to be more fit and active, you
might measure your success by whether or
not you can climb around the playground with
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your kids without feeling sore and worn
out the next day.
Take a minute to think about how you will
measure when you have reached your goal.

As you create your goal, keep in mind whether
your expectations are realistic based on your
current fitness level, time, responsibilities,
etc.

Relevant

Achievable
The next thing you want to make sure of
when mapping out your goal is that it’s
achievable. This means that your goal is
actually realistic to you.
Can you reach your goal in the allotted
time frame?
When I mentioned my story at the
beginning of this book, I talked about how
my goal was to be a runner. I eventually
ended up being able to run a half
marathon.
But that wasn’t my original goal. My
original goal was to be able to run 2 miles
without stopping. Running anything
farther than that sounded cool, but it
didn’t feel achievable at the time.
It’s more important at this stage to pick a
goal that feels challenging, but doable.
You can always readjust it later as you get
further down the road.

The next thing that helps define a good,
useful goal is whether it’s relevant to your life
right now. Are the steps in your goal actually
going to help you achieve one of your main
reasons for exercising?
For example, if your goal is to lose 10 lbs and
tighten up your tummy area, your goal
probably shouldn’t be to see how heavy you
can power lift or how many squats you can do
in 2 minutes.
Those are great goals by themselves, but they
don’t support the overall goal of losing weight
or toning your core. A better choice would be
to work on improving your cardio and seeing
how long you can hold a plank.
You want to make sure that the workouts you
are doing and your fitness goals tie in with
your “why” from Chapter 1.

Timely
This last criteria for a useful goal is one that
many people often leave off, but it’s the key
that helps pull everything together.
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You need to set some sort of timeline or
due date for your goal.
Now, I know this will cause some of you to
freak out and get a little nervous. The idea
of having some sort of timeline might
make you feel a lot of pressure.
In the past just the idea of a timeline was
enough to make me immediately back off
and decide that particular challenge just
wasn’t meant for me. But hear me out!
Setting some sort of timeline to your
fitness goal helps to keep you moving
forward. It creates a slight sense of
urgency that can help make sure you don’t
procrastinate about doing your workouts.
When you don’t have any sort of timeline
on reaching your goal, it can be really easy
to decide to just do your workout
tomorrow or start again next week. In the
moments when you’re feeling
unmotivated, doing it now rather than
later doesn’t really feel very important
because, theoretically, you have all the
time in the world.

However, if you know you only have 4
months to tighten up your tummy area
before going on vacation with your family,

you know that it matters if you get up and
exercise today. You can’t just roll over and hit
snooze when that alarm clock goes off.
Without a timeline, it’s difficult to know how
hard you need to push yourself or to even
push yourself at all. There were plenty of
workouts I would have skipped or run a
shorter distance had I not known that I had
race day coming for my half-marathon.
If you’re still struggling with setting a
timeline, give yourself more time than you
need. If you are planning on reaching your
goal in 3 months, give yourself 4, 5, or even 6
months. Just set some sort of due date to
help hold yourself accountable to showing up.

Putting your S.M.A.R.T. goal
altogether
Once you go through the S.M.A.R.T. acronym
you can take a vague but motivating reason of
wanting to lose the baby weight and feel
more confident in your body and turn it into a
goal of losing 25 lbs in 6 months by exercising
regularly and making better choices with your
diet.
That is a goal that helps tell you exactly what
you need to do to reach it.
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Next, we are going to go over how to
create the action steps that support your
S.M.A.R.T. goal. And trust me, these are
the game-changers!

Step 3: Listing Out
Your Action Steps
The next step in creating a useful and
actionable exercise goal is to sit down and
brainstorm all of the actions that you can
take that will help you reach your goal.
This is where you list out all of the
workouts you will do, how you will eat,
how many hours of sleep you will get a
night, etc.
Write down everything you can think of.
The little things and the big things.
Using our S.M.A.R.T. goal example of
losing 25 lbs in 6 months, some of your
daily Action Steps might be:
Working out 4-5 days a week
Cardio
Strength training
Yoga
Adding in a few new healthy recipes
each week
Drinking 64 oz of water a day

Now don’t worry, the goal isn’t to do
everything on this list right away. The point is
to create a list of Action Steps that you can
refer back to every time you need to decide
what to do next.
On your list you can include what kind of
workouts you will do as well as things that
help to make exercise easier. Like packing
your gym bag the night before, getting a
tracking system (I talk more about those in
Chapter 5), arranging childcare, and things
like that.
If you’re feeling a little bit lost on what daily
Action Steps you can take, write down what
you can think of for now. As you read through
the book, you will get more ideas of things
you can add to the list.
Next, you are going to break down your goal
into bite-size pieces and figure out when and
where you are going to plug in those Action
Steps.

Step 4: Breaking
Your Goal Down
Into Smaller BiteSize Pieces
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Using our previous example, we have gone
through the S.M.A.R.T. acronym and
turned your motivating reason from “I
want to lose the baby weight and feel
more confident in my body” to “I want to
lose 25 lbs in 6 months by exercising
regularly and making better choices with
my diet.”
Now that you have a timeline of 6 months,
you can start working backwards from
that end goal to create monthly and
weekly goals. You will use these smaller
goals to help decide which Daily Actions
Steps to take.
The Daily Action Steps will become the
backbone of your Exercise Plan. And your
Exercise Plan is where you break down
exactly what you will be doing to reach
your fitness goals.
See why that timeline was so important?

4 lbs feels a lot easier to achieve than 25 lbs.
Now let’s break that monthly goal down into
a weekly goal. If you want to lose 4 lbs in a
month, then you would need to lose about 1
lb a week.
Now, we start plugging in your Daily Action
Steps. What steps can you take each day to
reach your weekly goal of losing 1 lb?
Some of the items on your Action Steps list
might be things you only do once a week, or
once a month. That’s ok. Just add them into
the monthly or weekly section of your Goal
Plan.
Here is an example of what your Goal Plan
might look like when you’re all done:
Goal Plan
Motivating Reason: I want to lose the
baby weight and feel more confident in
my body.

Let’s start with your monthly goal. If you
want to lose 25 lbs in 6 months, then you
can break that down and say you want to
lose about 4 lbs a month.

S.M.A.R.T. Goal: I want to lose 25 lbs in
6 months by exercising regularly and
making better choices with my diet.

One of the great benefits of breaking your
goal down into smaller goals is that it
starts to feel a lot more doable when your
goal looks smaller.

Action Steps List:
Exercise 4-5 days a week
Cardio exercises: running, dancing,
bike riding, elliptical, walking
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Strength training workouts: Full
body, arms, abs, legs, glutes, (find
on Pinterest, YouTube, and
Instagram)
Yoga workouts: good for stretching
and developing muscle tone (find
on Pinterest, YouTube, and
Instagram)
Drink 64 oz of water a day to stay
hydrated, lose weight, and recover
from workouts
Take a walk or stretch on rest days
Add in more vegetables to my diet
Cut back on evening snacking
Get 6-8 hours of sleep each night to
have enough energy to workout
Perform fitness tests
Take measurements
Monthly Goal: Lose 7.5 lbs.
Monthly Action Steps: Perform
fitness test, take measurements.
Weekly Goal: Lose 2 lbs.
Weekly Action Steps: Exercise 4-5
days a week, 2 cardio workouts, 2
strength workouts, 1 optional yoga
workout, walk or stretch on rest
days.

Daily Action Steps:
Get 6-8 hours of sleep
Drink 64 oz of water
Exercise or walk/stretch
Eat extra veggies at 1 meal a day
Stop eating by 8 pm
Keep in mind, that your list of Action Steps
may include more than you can commit to
right now. That’s ok. You don’t need to
add everything from the list on to your
current Goal Plan.
For right now, put as many tasks as you
feel comfortable you can actually follow
through on. Later, when you have
mastered your current Daily Action Steps,
you can add more in.

Step 5: Reassess as
Needed
Now you know how to create a really
specific Goal Plan. You can use your Goal
Plan to help fill in your Exercise Plan as you
work through this book.
As you go along, you will need to come
back and reassess your goals. This means
you will check in with your progress toward
your goals.
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Are you on track to reach them in the
timeframe you set? Does your current
pace feel easy? Hard? Is there anything
you want to change?
You may find that you are just sailing
through and crushing your goals and you
need to make new bigger ones. Or you may
find that your initial goal was a little too
optimistic and that you need to dial it back
a bit.
Either way is ok! Your pace doesn’t matter.
(Remember how slow I started?) What
matters is that you feel confident in your
ability to keep moving forward.

Use the information in this chapter to sit
down and write out your own S.M.A.R.T.
goal. Make sure it’s Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Relevant, and Timely. Then list
out all of your action steps, monthly goals,
and weekly goals.
In the Resources section of this ebook, you
will find a free workbook to help walk you
through the entire goal setting process.
(You can also find it HERE.)
Keep this filled out worksheet somewhere
that you can refer to it as you create your
Exercise Plan and to look back at it for
motivation.

As long as your Goal Plan reflects that, you
will be more consistent and able to make
progress toward your fitness goals.

Actions Steps for
Chapter 2:
Use the information in this chapter to sit
down and write out your own S.M.A.R.T.
goal. Make sure it’s Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Relevant, and Timely. Then list
out all of your action steps, monthly goals,
and weekly goals.
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Chapter 3: Creating the Perfect
Exercise Plan
Now that you have your important reason
to get up and exercise in the morning and a
S.M.A.R.T. goal with daily, weekly, and
monthly action steps, it’s time to create
your Exercise Plan!

Your Exercise Plan is where you write down
when, where, and what workouts you will
be doing each week. You want to get very
specific about your workouts and write
them down.

An Exercise Plan is KEY for staying on track
to reach your fitness goals. You don’t want
to waste time trying to figure out how or
when you are going to exercise each day.

(There are Fitness Planners included with
this ebook. Click HERE or go to the
Resources section at the end of this
ebook.)

That’s just one more hurdle you have to
overcome when you’re struggling to get
your workout done and dealing with mombrain. Spending a few minutes one day a
week creating your plan is going to set you
up for success all week long.

When creating your Exercise Plan, make
sure you answer the following questions:
How many days a week will I workout?
(3,4,5,etc.)
What types of workouts will I be doing?
(Cardio, strength training, yoga, etc.)
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Where will I workout? (Gym, home,
living room, garage, park, etc.)
How long will each workout be? (15
minutes, 20 minutes, 45 minutes, etc.)
What time of day will I workout?
(6:00am, 12:00pm. 5:30pm, etc.)
Where will I plan my workouts?
(Worksheet, Fitness App, etc.)
When creating your Exercise Plan the first
thing you need to do is look at your goal,
schedule, and current fitness level. Let’s
go over why each of these factors is
important.

Your Goal
Your goal is going to help you decide what
types of workouts you will do. Keeping your
goal in mind when creating your Exercise Plan,
makes sure you are choosing workouts that
are in line with the results you want to get.
If you’re trying to work up to doing full push
ups, you don’t want to plan a bunch of cardio
workouts. If you’re trying to increase your run
time, you won’t be planning a bunch of upper
body workouts.
Make sure you are choosing workouts that
will help you reach your end goal.

Your Schedule
Your schedule will also play a large part in
creating your exercise routine. It’s going to
help you decide what time you workout, how
long your workouts last, and how many days a
week you can exercise.
You should only plan workouts that you
actually have time to complete. If you find
that you only have time to work out first thing
in the morning, but you struggle to get out of
bed, then you don’t want to be planning hourlong gym sessions 3 days a week.
You would probably be better off planning 1520 minute home workouts 5 days a week.
That’s what you actually have time for.
An hour-long killer workout doesn’t do you
any good, if you don’t have time to do it. Your
workouts need to fit into your existing
schedule.
It’s really hard to stay consistent with a
workout routine you struggle to make time
for.
On the hard days, when your toddler has had 3
meltdowns and your husband is stuck at
work, you want your workouts to be
something you can easily get done.
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Not something you have to rearrange your
whole day to make work.
Take a look at your current schedule and
mark down all of the available times that
you could fit a workout in. As you decide
which workouts are best based on your
goals and your current fitness level, start
plugging them into the available time
slots.

Your Current
Fitness Level
Now, this is a big one that lots of people
forget to take into account when planning out
their workouts. Your current fitness level is
going to make a big difference about the
intensity level of your workouts.

The best way to build motivation is by feeling
confident and successful. On the good days
AND the bad days, you are 20 times more
likely to workout if you already know you can
do it.
When your kids have kept you up half the
night and you had a long day at work, how
likely are you going to be to do that killer
workout that looks so hard you think you
might be sore for a week? Not very likely
right?!
But if you already know you can get through
the workout and you know you usually feel
very successful and proud of yourself when
you’re done, it’s going to feel a lot easier to
throw on some workout clothes and start
moving.

I’m going to give you the best advice that I
have ever gotten when it comes to exercising.
Do NOT plan workouts that you can’t do!

Make sure you plan workouts that are
moderately challenging. You should be able to
complete the workout, but still feel sweaty
and like you pushed yourself at the end.

I will say it again. Do NOT plan workouts that
you can’t do! The quickest route to losing
exercise motivation is to feel shame and
failure because you can’t complete the
workouts.

When you get up to do your workout you
should feel 80% or higher confident that you
can complete it. Anything less than that, and
you need to save that workout for later on
down the road.

It makes the exercise experience more painful
and miserable than it needs to be.

You can find a basic Fitness Test HERE (also
in the Resources section) you can do to help
determine where you should start.
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I encourage you to check back in with this
fitness test once a month to see how
much you have improved.

Actions Steps for
Chapter 3:
1.) Decide how you want to keep track of
your Exercise Plan. (Paper or digital?)
There is a weekly and monthly Fitness
Planner in the Resources section that you
can use if you are going the paper route.
2.) Decide how many days a week, what
time of day you will work out, and how
long you will exercise.
3.) Take your Fitness Test. (Click HERE or
go to the Resources section.) Then decide
whether you will be doing beginner,
intermediate, or advanced workouts.
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Chapter 4: The Importance of
Variety
In this chapter, I'm going to talk all about
the importance of having a good variety in
your workouts. Variety can make a big
difference in how consistently you work out
as well as how hard you are able to push
yourself during your workouts.
Keeping a large variety in my workouts has
really helped me stay committed and
consistent. It was one of the things that I
used heavily when I was training for my half
marathon and it definitely helped improve
my performance.

That could be alternating strength training,
cardio, and yoga (my personal favorite
method), jumping on different cardio
machines at the gym, or alternating arm
day, leg day, and abs.
How exactly you alternate between
different exercises is really up to you. It
depends on what your end goal is, what
types of exercises you actually like to do,
and how many days a week you’re working
out. Let’s dive into why having a good
variety to your workouts is so important.

When I use the word variety, I’m talking
about mixing in different types of workouts
within your schedule.
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1.) It keeps your
workouts
interesting and
avoids burn out.
The very first reason having a good variety in
your workouts is important is that it keeps
things interesting.
Sometimes it can take a while to see changes
in your body. If your goal is to get the stomach
you had before kids, you're not going to get
one in a couple of workouts.
It's going to take several weeks, maybe even
months depending on what your starting
point is. You're probably not going to want to
do the same crunches every day for the next
two or three months right?
That gets boring pretty quickly. Plus, it's tiring
on your body and, mentally, it can be very
frustrating to continue to do the same thing
over and over again and not get the results
you want.
That's where variety comes in.

You can add in different types of workout that
still support your goal and you're going to be a
lot more inspired to keep exercising. Your
motivation is going to be a lot higher too.
Variety is going to keep your workouts more
interesting too. And the more interesting your
workouts are, the more likely you're going to
want to do it on the tough days.

2.) Variety prevents
soreness and
overworking your
muscles.
The next benefit to keeping a good for variety
in your workouts is to prevent soreness. If for
example, you're training your legs every single
day, your legs are going to be sore!
You're going to wake up one morning and feel
like you got hit by a truck. And that’s going to
be the day that you don’t want to get up and
workout.
One skipped workout can lead to two. Two
can lead to three. And next thing you know,
you feel completely off track and like you’ve
lost your momentum.
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Doing the same exact workout over and
over again wears on your body and can
create a lot of fatigue and soreness. In
order to help prevent that, give your body a
chance to recover with different types of
workouts.
When I was training for my half marathon,
I did not run every day. I knew I would be
too sore after long run days to wake up
and go do another run.
Instead, I would mix in some core strength
training or some stretching to let my body
rest while still getting some movement in.

3.) Variety helps
prevent injuries.
The next reason you want to have a good
variety in your workouts is that it helps
prevent injuries. Similar to what we were
talking about with soreness and fatigue, your
body gets really worn out from doing the
same exercises over and over again.
Your bones, muscles, tendons, and ligaments
can all get overworked from too much
repetitive motion. Those are the times that
you're more likely to get injured.

The foundation of building muscle and
growing stronger is that you have to tear your
muscles down a little and then allow them to
repair themselves.
If you don't allow them the time they need to
repair, you have a higher likelihood of injuring
yourself. Variety in your workouts helps create
that built-in rest your body needs.

4.) Variety makes
your workouts
more effective.
The next benefit of keeping a good variety in
your workouts is that it's going to keep your
body more engaged and active when you
exercise. If you do the same workouts and the
same routines over and over again, your body
is going to eventually adjust to those moves
and they’re going to be less effective.
As your muscles build and your brain gets
used to the movements, it's going to get
easier and you're not going to have to work as
hard to do it. However, if you change things
up periodically, it's going to shock your body
and your brain causing it to work harder.
Your muscles are going to have to figure out
how to do the new moves.
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This really helps you get more from your
workouts and helps you see results
sooner.

5.) Variety helps you
stay more
consistent with your
workouts.

If I were to try and do just strength training or
cardio 6 days a week, I would be exhausted
and burnt out pretty fast. That type of
schedule can take a lot of time to work up to.
Keeping a good variety in your workouts gives
your body a chance to recuperate while you
still maintain the habit of getting up almost
every day and exercising. This habit is what’s
behind the “discipline” and “motivation” that
people who workout all the time have.

The last reason that variety is so important
for your workouts, is really my favorite reason.
It’s that it allows you to keep exercising on a
consistent basis each week without having to
take as many breaks.

If you have the habit, then you have the
consistency, and the consistency is what
takes you from someone who just hopes or
wants to workout more to someone who
casually says:

Mixing up what type of workouts you do each
day is effective because even when your
muscles are fatigued from one type of
exercise, you can still wake up the very next
morning and work a different muscle group.
Without putting more strain on those
muscles that need to recover.

“It’s just part of my routine.”

For example, alternating strength training,
cardio, and yoga helped me start exercising 67 days a week. I could continue to work out
day after day because I was switching up
what types of workouts I did each day.

“My body is just used to exercising. I almost
feel weird if I don’t do it.”
“I look forward to my workouts.”
Variety is going to help you stay consistent
with your exercise routine, make your
workouts more effective, and prevent
soreness, burn out, and injuries.

This allowed me to need fewer rest days to
recover.
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Actions Steps for
Chapter 4:
Go back to your Exercise Plan and make
sure you have AT LEAST 2 or more
different types of workouts.
In a perfect world, you would want 4 or
more, but 2 is the minimum to make sure
your body gets the time it needs to rest
and recover.
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Chapter 5: How to Build (& Keep!)
Motivation
I am sure you have been eagerly awaiting
this chapter! I know feeling motivated to
actually do your workouts is an issue many
moms struggle with.
With so many things already on your plate,
like taking care of your kids, trying to keep
your house from looking like a tornado
went through it, work, relationships...
Working out can easily feel like 1 more
thing in a long list of stuff you already don’t
want to do.
But I also know that making time to
prioritize your health and fitness is an
important goal to work towards.

Not only do our families rely on us, but we
just plain deserve it!
So let’s talk about how to motivate
yourself to get your workouts in even when
you’re tired and busy from living that
#momlife.

Start Where You
Are At
The very first step in staying motivated is
being realistic about your starting point.
You need to get real honest with yourself
about your current fitness level.
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And by honest I mean, with love and
compassion, acknowledge what you can
and can’t do without feeling like you might
keel over when you finish your workout.
When creating your Exercise Plan, don’t
create the plan you could do in high school.
Don’t pick exercises that were right up
your alley ten years ago before you had
kids.
Work off of your current fitness level. If
you can’t do any pushups. Own up to that.
If you can only run for 5 minutes before
you feel like you’re going to puke, you need
to know that.
You want to make sure that the plan you
are creating for yourself is something that
you will physically be able to keep up with.
This is important information, because the
fastest way to lose motivation is to feel
like you suck at something.
Think about it. How often are you
motivated to do something that you feel
like you aren’t any good at? Probably not
very often.
But the first thing most of us do when we
want to start exercising is to go pick some
workout program that looks super hard
but promises great results.

And then next thing you know, you gave up a
few weeks in because it was hard, you were
embarrassed at not being able to keep up,
and you felt like crap every time you thought
about doing it.
Trust me, I’ve been there. I have started more
than one workout program that was too
advanced for me and I was never able to stick
with it.
Instead, work on getting a realistic look at
your current fitness level so that you can pick
workouts that are right for you. Then, you will
feel confident and successful when you finish
your workouts. This will help you feel more
motivated to actually do them.

Tips for a Realistic Fitness Plan
Your goal for your workouts should be that
they feel “challenging” but not impossible.
Not miserable. Not so hard you can’t move
the next day. The goal to aim for is
challenging.
Here is what challenging should feel like at
the end of your workout:
You are sweating.
You are out of breath but can still hold a
conversation.
Your muscles feel tired, but you don’t
have muscle failure. (You could still use
them if you needed to.)
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You feel like you worked hard, but you
still have enough energy to go about
the rest of your day.
You don’t want to push yourself too hard
in your workouts in the beginning. You
want to feel successful and motivated to
keep going.
If you find that you need more of a
challenge, you can always plan tougher
workouts for later down the line. Just
make sure that the workouts you plan for
yourself aren’t so intimidating you don’t
get around to doing them.

Level Up Slowly
Building on our knowledge that feeling
successful builds motivation, my next tip is to
make sure that you increase the difficulty of
your workouts slowly. Level up your workouts
by small amounts so you can keep yourself in
that success zone.
Some good ways to increase the intensity of
your workouts by small amounts are:
Increase your number of reps by 5-10
Increase the amount of weights you are
using by 2-5 lbs
Increase the length of your cardio workout
by 5-10 minutes

Increase the distance you are walking or
running by 0.25 miles
Hold your yoga poses for an extra 30
seconds to a minute
However you decide to up your workouts, just
make sure that you don’t try to level up before
you’re ready. You always want your workouts
to feel very doable.
I know it can be tempting to try to increase
the intensity of your workouts quickly
because you feel like you will get faster
results. But it’s much better to level up at a
rate that is sustainable and makes you feel
like you can keep going.
Big jumps can lead to overwhelm, injury, or
feeling discouraged. Which are big motivation
killers. We definitely want to avoid those.

Create Small Wins
The next step in making sure that you stay
motivated with your Exercise Plan is to create
small goals and wins for yourself. Having
mini-goals and benchmarks to celebrate along
the way to your bigger goal can really help
keep you inspired.
For a lot of us, our fitness goals are not
something that will happen overnight. It will
probably take weeks, months, or maybe even
longer to get there.
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It took me almost a year to reach my goal.
You are going to need something to
celebrate along the way.
That’s why it’s important to set some
smaller goals to achieve. You can aim for
hitting a new distance on your runs.
Or hitting a personal best on the number
of push-ups you can do or weight you can
lift. You could also take the Fitness Test
each month and celebrate how much you
improve.
If trying to reach a certain standard
doesn’t excite you, you could set a goal of
how many days you want to exercise each
week/month. Celebrate when you reach
that number.
You can place as many mini-goals or
benchmarks throughout this process as
you like. You could do them daily, weekly,
or monthly. I suggest doing them at a
minimum monthly.
Anything longer than that and we have a
tendency to get too caught up in our daily
lives for them to be very motivating. I also
recommend creating some sort of reward
system around your mini-goals.

You can set aside a dollar amount for every
week you hit your goal. At the end of the
month, use that money to buy yourself
something special. Or you could agree to buy
some nice, new workout gear when you hit a
certain mini-goal.
Make sure to pick a reward that motivates
you and will have you lacing up those tennis
shoes even after a tough day with the kids.

Pick Workouts You
Actually Like to Do
I’m sure I have mentioned this before, but it
bears repeating. If you want to feel motivated
to exercise regularly, you need to actually like,
at least a little bit, the workouts you are going
to do.
You could maybe get away with once or twice
a week doing workouts that you don’t like,
but anything more than that, and you will
probably find yourself getting awfully “busy”
all of a sudden.
There are literally TONS of ways to exercise
and be more fit and active. I know a lot of
women get really caught up in doing certain
programs or exercises because they offer the
“best results.”
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You wanna know what really offers the
best results? Consistency. You wanna
know what’s really hard to stay consistent
with? Things you don’t enjoy doing.
The best program in the world won’t do
you any good if you stop doing it 2 weeks
in because you hate it. Trust me when I say
there are other options that will get you
the results you want.
It might not happen in the super exciting
time-frame that the “more effective”
exercise promises. But it’s better to take a
little longer and actually reach your goal
then it is to not get there at all because
you “fell off the wagon.”

It’s OK to Not Be
Perfect
If you’re anything like me, you might have
pretty high expectations of yourself. When
you set a goal or challenge you feel like you
have to go at it 100% and see it through.
Anything less than that isn’t good enough.
Which means if you miss scheduled workouts
or can’t keep up with a goal you set for
yourself then you might as well just throw in
the towel, start over, or give up completely.

I can’t tell you how many times just the fear
of not being able to keep up to some
standard or idea I had in my head about what
it meant to be fit and active kept me from
even trying.
I used to think a missed workout or a break in
my exercise streak meant that I just couldn’t
do it. One bad day was proof all the rest of my
days were going to be bad too.
I am happy to say that this idea is not true.
And not only is it untrue, it’s a HUGE
motivation killer.
The truth of the matter is that we all have bad
days. Every. Single. One of us. If you have a
busy life at home with kids, work, and family
going on, things are going to come up.
You kids might wake up early and ruin your
morning workout (That literally happened to
me this week.). You might wake up one
morning and feel like total crap because your
period is coming soon.
Maybe one of the kids is sick or you had to
work late. Life is going to happen at some
point and occasionally it’s going to interfere
with your workout routine. No matter how
dedicated you are.
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That’s OK. I promise it doesn’t mean
anything bad about you.
All you gotta do is pick right back up where
you left off as soon as you can. If you
missed your morning workout, can you fit
it in later that day? If not, just move on
with your day and try your best to get your
next scheduled workout in.
If your hormones are out of whack
because of PMS and you aren’t up for that
intense HIIT workout you had planned, just
go for a 20 minute walk and try to pencil in
some quality self-care.
One of the best things you can do to make
sure that a few missed workouts don’t
completely derail your motivation is to A.)
know that it’s going to happen and B.) get
back on plan as quickly as you can.
Perfection is impossible to achieve and it’s
not required to get the results that you
want anyway. As long as you’re willing to
keep trying to “get back on the wagon”
you’ll get there.

Get an Accountability
Partner

Getting an accountability partner is a great
way to help keep yourself motivated. An
accountability partner will make sure that if
you aren’t following through with your
workouts, someone actually knows about it.
Too often we have these grand intentions in
our head that we never tell anyone about.
That way if it doesn’t work out, no one knows.
An accountability partner is going to help
push you to stick to your plan and leave those
excuses behind.
There is something uniquely motivating about
having to admit to someone else why you
didn’t get something done. Your excuses that
sounded so good in your head, never sound as
good when you have to explain them to
someone else.
In fact, I use a similar technique every time I
realize I’m avoiding something. I have a
conversation with my husband where I explain
why I haven’t gotten it done.
9 times out of 10, I feel so dissatisfied with
my own explanation that I end up getting to
work on whatever it was I hadn’t finished yet.
Sometimes he also has great ideas or insights
that will help me overcome whatever barriers
are getting in my way.
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If you don’t have a husband or feel like he
wouldn’t be a good accountability partner,
you can ask a friend, family member, or
join a Facebook group and ask around. I
can guarantee you someone else is looking
for one too.

Surround Yourself
with Motivating
People
My next tip for building motivation is to
surround yourself with people who are
working toward a similar goal. We tend to
reflect the lives of those around us.
If you spend all of your time with people who
never exercise, always find excuses, and aren't
really focused on self improvement, you're
going to subconsciously adopt a similar
mindset. Whether you mean to or not.
If, instead, you surround yourself with people
who are exercising regularly, prioritizing their
health, and constantly chasing new goals, you
are going to naturally feel more inclined to do
the same.
Having a community of people who care
about their health and fitness can really help
to motivate and inspire you.

You can get support and encouragement on
your own journey, as well as help others on
theirs.
One of things I like best about being part of a
health and fitness community is that it’s nice
to have someone who understands the
unique struggles of what you are working
toward.
They can offer support, advice, and
encouragement when you’re struggling. As
well as cheer with you over your successes.
If you don't currently have people like that in
your life, find them. Here are some good
places to find communities of others who can
help motivate and encourage you:
Facebook groups
Follow inspiring people on social media
Join the email list of someone who
motivates you
Watch YouTube videos
Listen to motivating podcasts
Join fitness classes
Join meetup groups
Join a gym
It may feel a little intimidating in the
beginning, but these people created these
communities for the exact same reason you
want to join it. They are looking for likeminded people to help support and encourage
them on their journey.
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Buy a Goal Outfit
My next motivation tip is to buy a goal outfit.
Buy a special outfit (or more than one) that
you will wear when you reach your fitness
goal.
This could be something as simple as a nice
dress you want to wear to a wedding in a few
months, maybe a pair of jeans you fit in
before you had kids, or the bathing suit you
want to rock on your next family vacation.
Hang it up where you can see it regularly. The
sight of it can help to remind you of what
you're working towards.
Make sure that you try it on every so often
too, even if you don’t think it will fit the way
you want it to yet. Often our bodies make big
changes that we barely notice because we see
ourselves every day. Plus we’re more likely to
notice our flaws than our progress.
Even if it doesn’t fit well, each time you try it
on, you will be able to see how much closer
you are getting to your goal.

Create a Vision Board
My next tip for building motivation to exercise
regularly is to create a vision board.

A vision board is a collection of phrases and
pictures that create a visual representation of
you achieving your fitness goal.
For example, if your goal was to lose 20
pounds here are a few things you could put on
your vision board:
A picture of cute outfits in the size you
will wear when you reach your goal
weight.
A picture of a beach vacation you can take
with your family where you will finally be
able to enjoy yourself without spending
the whole time worried someone might
see your tummy or thighs.
A picture of backdrops for the family
photos you will finally be comfortable
taking again.
You want to make sure the photos on your
vision board really help you focus on how
amazing you will feel when you reach your
goal. You can also include motivational
phrases and quotes that inspire you.
It’s your board, so make it as personal and
exciting for YOU as you can. Try to place it
somewhere that you can see it on a daily
basis.
Feel free to experiment with your vision board
and make it your own. You can use a poster,
picture frame, Pinterest board, etc.
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Just make sure you can easily access it.
You want to be able to envision that
future life you are working toward as often
as possible.

Create a Visual Way
to Track Your
Progress
My last tip for building motivation to workout
is to create a visual way to track your
progress. Sometimes it can be hard to really
appreciate how much work we have put in.
When your body isn’t showing the results as
fast as you would like, it can be really helpful
to see a visual representation of how hard you
have worked.
Here are some great ways to track your
progress:
Get a big monthly calendar and put a
sticker/checkmark/smiley face on all of
the days that you worked out.
Get a glass jar and put in a marble or
counter for every workout you complete.
Write yourself a note about how good you
feel after every workout and collect them
in a glass jar.
Create a paper clip chain for every workout
you finish, alternating colors each week.

Post your weekly exercise plan where you
can easily see it and cross off each
workout you complete with a big X.
You can use 1 of these methods, all of them,
or come up with something on your own.
Either way, using a visual reminder of all the
hard work and awesomeness you have been
putting in can really help encourage you to
keep going.

Action Steps for
Chapter 5:
1.) Look over your Exercise Plan and make
sure that it’s realistic and includes
workouts that you actually enjoy doing.
2.) Look into getting an accountability
partner. If you don’t currently have one,
come check out my Facebook group
Mommas Getting Fit and ask around. I’m
sure you will find someone who would be
happy to team up with you.
3.) Create a plan to track your progress. Try
marking the calendar, using a tracking
worksheet, or use one of the ideas listed
above.
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Chapter 6: How to Make
Consistency Easier
One of the most important things I learned
while training for my half marathon was
the importance of consistency. It doesn’t
matter nearly as much how difficult or long
your workout is as people think it does.

You aren’t going to become a runner by
going for 1 run or even a month of running.
Whatever your goal is, you have to
consistently put in the effort over time in
order to get there.

So many women get caught up on whether
they do the right exercises or if they
worked out hard enough. What you really
need to focus on is how consistently you
are showing up and putting the work in.

If you only exercise on the random occasion
that you have time or when the mood
strikes, you won’t make very much
progress. Your body needs repeated
exercise not only to create the changes you
want to see, but to maintain them as well.

In order to see results in your body, it’s
going to take time. No one ever got a flat
tummy by just doing 10 sit ups. Not from
just doing 100 sit ups.

It’s like a path through the woods. The path
is created by someone continuously
walking over the ground over and over
again.
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But if people were to stop walking on that
path, eventually the plants are just going
to regrow over it.
Our bodies work the same way. And,
unfortunately, our bodies and our fitness
level will start to decline a lot faster than
mother nature lol.
The best way to make sure you stay
consistent is to make exercising a habit.
Making it a habit, means you should make
exercising such a regular part of your
routine that your body begins to feel weird
if you don’t do it.
Developing a “habit of exercise” makes a
big difference in your consistency because,
the reality is, excitement and motivation
come and go. I can teach you every
motivation trick in the world, but there will
still be some days when you just don’t
want to do it.
Maybe you wake up tired because the kids
were up all night. Or maybe you’re in a
weight loss plateau and haven’t seen any
results in a while. That’s when it gets really
easy to ask yourself, “What’s the point?”

When you are used to just getting up each
day and getting your workout done, you won’t
have to rely on “feeling like it,” “wanting to do
it,” or “hoping you stay motivated long
enough” to see results.
Exercising regularly will become something
that you “just do” even when you don’t
particularly feel like it. And that’s when you
start to see the progress and results!
So you might be wondering next, “Well, how
do I make it a habit??” Don’t worry, I got you.
Here are my favorite ways to make developing
the “habit of exercising” easier.

Focus on easier
workouts in the
beginning.
My very first tip for building an exercise habit
is to start with workouts that are easy to do. I
know for some of you this will be hard.
You feel like if you aren’t doing killer workouts
than what’s the point?! Well, as we talked
about before, a killer workout doesn’t actually
do you any good if you only do it once.

On those days you will need to rely on
exercise being a habit.
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When an exercise is so tough you can’t
move the next day, you are going to have a
hard time convincing yourself to do it on a
regular basis. That motivation that you are
still relying on to get you up and moving
isn’t going to show up despite knowing
how good this workout is for you.
Your mind is going to subconsciously shy
away from anything that feels too hard,
difficult, or that might cause you harm. A
workout that left you so sore you could
barely move the next day definitely falls
into that category.
Instead, plan easier workouts that you can
consistently follow through on. Then you
will feel more motivated to do them
because you feel successful when done.
As well as the fact that, physically, you will
be able to continue to work out more
often because you aren’t too sore.
As you develop the habit of exercising and
your body is more accustomed to it, then
you can add in the more intense and
harder workouts. At that point, you have
already established the habit to continue
even on the tougher days.

Remove barriers that
make it hard to
workout.
My next tip for making it easier to exercise
consistently is to get rid of anything that
makes it harder for you to find time to
workout. I like to think of this as setting
yourself up for success with your workouts.
Another way to think of it would be to ask
yourself, “What would make it easier to get
up and exercise when it’s time to workout?”
Some common barriers that come up are:
What workout am I going to do?
My favorite yoga pants are dirty and I
don’t know what I’m going to wear.
I don’t know if I will have time to exercise
today.
I was going to work out on my lunch
break, but then I got distracted by work
and forgot.
You want to have a solid plan in place so that
when it comes time to work out, all you have
to do is follow through with your plan. Here
are some quick hacks that make it easier to
follow through with your workouts:
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Set your exercise clothes out or pack
your gym bag the night before.
Write down when, where, and how you
will exercise before the week starts.
Put visual reminders up where you will
see them an hour before you need to
go exercise.
Set a reminder on your phone to go off
30 minutes before you should work
out.
Periodically plan “fun” workouts.
Plan your workouts for times of the
day that you have more energy.
Create a specific cue for when you will
exercise. Example: I will put on my
workout clothes and exercise right
after I brush my teeth every morning.

If it looks intense and overwhelming, try
exercising fewer days a week or making the
workouts easier. Consider adding in more
days where you simply go for a walk or do
some form of light exercise.
You should feel 80% or better on your
confidence level that you will be able to follow
through with your Exercise Plan. You can
always increase the intensity when you have
developed the habit.
Next, take a few minutes to think about any
barriers that might come up when it’s time to
exercise. Then figure out what you can do to
make it easier for yourself.

Eventually, you will get so used to working
out regularly, that it becomes a habit. The
habit creates consistent results, and then
it becomes easy to build the body you
want and reach your fitness goals.

Actions Steps for
Chapter 6:
Look over your Exercise Plan and make sure it
feels like something you can consistently
follow through on. If not, make some
changes.
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Chapter 7: How to Find Time to
Exercise as a Busy Mom
In this chapter, I want to share with you my
favorite ways for fitting in time to exercise
as a busy mom. If you’re a mom, I know
that it probably feels like your kids need
something from you ALL the time.
Even if you have periods of the day when
they are happily entertained, it can be
unpredictable at best. You never know
when you need to go change a diaper,
break up a fight, or give someone a snack
for the thousandth time that day.
I homeschool as well, so I’m with my
children literally 24/7. I have a lot of
experience trying to fit workouts in during

those spare moments of downtime us
moms get.
This chapter is a quick breakdown of ways
you can exercise even if you don’t have any
childcare options. When I first started
exercising consistently at home, my
husband was working crazy hours and
there was no one else to watch the kids, so
I had to get a little creative.
With younger kids, I have found workouts
that last about 10-30 minutes work the
best. It’s enough time to hit a few major
muscle groups and work up a sweat, while
still finishing quick enough to avoid too
many interruptions.
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If your kids are older, then you could
probably fit in longer workouts.

1.) Wake up a little
earlier
I know this one seems obvious, but I have
to mention it. As someone who is so far
from being a morning person it’s not even
funny, even I have been able to make
myself get up a little earlier to get a
workout in.
If the idea of waking up early to exercise
makes you cringe a little, just remember,
you only need to wake up 15 minutes
earlier. Those extra 15 minutes of sleep
aren’t really going to make or break your
day.
Plus, a 15 minute workout will give you
more energy, put you in a better mood,
and go a lot further to improving your day
than 15 extra minutes of sleep.

2.) Exercise with
your kids
Another good option for moms is to make
it a family event and exercise with your
kids.

As long as you aren’t using any equipment,
most kids can easily participate in your
workouts with some slight modifications.
You can have them follow along with your
planned workout, or try something fun like
family races, a pickup soccer game, etc.
You get a workout in and they get fun time
with mom. It’s pretty much a win-win.

3.) Workout during
afterschool
activities
If your kids have soccer practice, violin
lessons, tutoring, etc., you can fit in a
quick workout while they are busy. Try
hitting a nearby gym or even just taking a
walk around the parking lot/practice field.

4.) Exercise during
your lunch break
If you have the option to take a long lunch
break, that’s a great time to get a quick
workout in. I have a friend who used to run
half a mile to a nearby park, do a 15minute strength training routine, and then
run the half a mile back to her office.
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Your workout doesn’t need to be that
extreme, but even just walking to a nearby
place to eat instead of driving or shutting
your door and moving through a few yoga
poses can make a great lunch workout.

5.) Exercise while
the baby naps
If you are at home with your kids during
the day, then naptime is a great time to
exercise. I know it can be tempting to try
to quickly get some chores done or maybe
grab a shower.
I remember those crazy days very well.
However, if you can find 15 minutes for a
quick workout, it will be worth it.
I remember those crazy days very well.
However, if you can find 15 minutes for a
quick workout, it will be worth it.
If your kids are past the nap stage, you can
institute a “quiet time” part of the day. Set
the kiddos up with some quiet activities, a
book, maybe an episode of a favorite tv
show.

6.) Have a fitness
playdate with
another mom
Invite another mom and her kids over for a
fitness playdate. The kids can go play
together while you and your friend
exercise.
This is really one of my favorite ways to
exercise with my kiddos around. They get
to play and see their friends, I get some
company for my workout, and then I get to
hang out and chat when we’re done.
You could also do something similar at the
park and create a whole mom’s workout
group.
When my oldest was a toddler, I would
meet up with a group of moms who would
strap their kids in the stroller and we
would go for long 30-45 minute walks. We
got to chat and get some much needed
time talking to other moms while still
getting a good workout in.

Remember, you’re just trying to keep them
occupied for 15-30 minutes so you can get
a quick workout in.
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7.) Workout while
the kids are eating
On the mornings that I don’t get to
exercise before the kids wake up, I will
often fit it in while they are eating
breakfast. I get everyone set up eating and
then I usually do a quick 15-minute
routine.
I’m always nearby where I can keep an eye
on them if needed, but they are busy
eating and I can usually finish my workout
uninterrupted. You could do the same
thing with lunch, dinner, or afternoon
snacks, depending on what time of day
you like to exercise.

8.) Take your
workout outside
You can always take your workout outside
with the kids. Head to the backyard or
even a local park and let the kids play while
you exercise. You can do some strength
training or even take a walk around the
playground.
This was one of my favorite ways to
exercise with my kids around when I first
started building up to running.

I would stop at the park after our weekly
storytime with some friends.
My girls would play on the playground
while I would speed walk with my toddler
in the stroller. He would usually fall asleep
which would take care of naptime for the
day too.
It made it really easy to stay motivated to
go each week, because both the kids and I
enjoyed it.
As I mentioned before, these time frames
won’t work for hour-long workouts, but
they work great for finding an extra 15-30
minutes a day where you can get some
exercise in.
Doing a short workout is always better
than nothing, so if your day feels packed
chasing your kids around, definitely give
some of these a try and see if one of them
works for you.

Action Steps for
Chapter 7:
Write down your favorite tips for finding
time to sneak in a quick workout. Use
them as your primary workout times or
keep them as backups for when your day
gets a little crazy and you couldn’t get your
regular workout done.
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Chapter 8: Common Barriers to
Motivation and Consistency
In this chapter, I’m going to go over some
of the common barriers to staying
motivated and consistent with your
workouts. If you have ever thought, “I want
to exercise more, but…” this chapter is for
you.
Sometimes when it comes to staying
motivated and consistent the first thing we
have to change is our perspective. Often we
get certain ideas stuck in our head that not
only make it hard to stay motivated, but
keep us from even wanting to try.
For a long time I wouldn’t even try to run
because I had convinced myself I wasn’t
built for it.

I thought that I was just someone who
sucked at cardio so what was the point.
Once I let that story go, I was actually able
to start exploring what I could do. A half
marathon later, I am happy to tell you that I
was capable of so much more than I
thought, and you are too!
Almost every barrier that we come up with
is figureoutable. There is an answer,
solution, or alternative to whatever issue is
holding you back.
As you read through the examples below,
I’m going to offer you a different point of
view and some practical tips to help you let
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that story go and more easily get those
workouts in.

I’m not motivated to
workout
The first thing you have to know when it
comes to motivation is that it’s not a
personality trait. It’s a mood, an emotion.
And emotions were meant to come and
go.
So that means that your workout
motivation is going to come and go too.
That’s a normal part of the process.
But here is the other cool thing about
moods and emotions. You can create
them. You can create motivation to
workout with the types of thoughts that
you think and your perspective.
If you spend your day thinking about how
hard your workout will be, how you don’t
really have enough time, and how far you
have to go to reach your fitness goals, you
probably aren’t going to feel motivated.
But if you spend your day thinking about
how much better you feel after your
workouts, how much stronger you’re
getting, and what a great example you’re

setting for your kids, you are probably
going to be a lot more motivated to
workout.
Something as simple as changing your
perspective and your thoughts can go a
long way toward building your motivation.
That and all the other tips in this ebook. ;)

I don’t have time
If you find yourself regularly saying, “I
don’t have time to workout,” I want you to
ask yourself a question. Is that really true?
Do you honestly not have the time or are
you not making the time? Are you
spending time on social media that you
could be exercising?
Are you choosing to sit and watch TV in
the evenings when you could fit in a
workout? What are you prioritizing over
exercising?
If the answer is nothing and you honestly
don’t have the time, then maybe it’s time
to lower your expectations of your
workouts.
Maybe you only do 10-15 minute workouts
instead of 30-45 minutes. Maybe you only
exercise for 3 days a week instead of 5.
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Some exercise is always better than none,
so don’t be afraid to lower your
expectations a little to be able to fit it in.

My life is so busy
As a mom of 3 kids, if you say your life is
busy as a mom, I believe you. I really do.

So you are going to be better off figuring
out a way to make it work than sitting
around hoping one day you will be less
busy.

I hate going to the
gym

I also believe that your health is important
enough for you to figure out a way to
make it work. Look at the things that you
are spending your time doing.

If you hate going to the gym, I have two
words for you: home workouts. Exercise at
home. Or at the park. Or in your
neighborhood with friends.

And then ask yourself...

There are so many different ways and
types of workouts that you can do that
have nothing to do with the gym. If you
start exploring the options, there is bound
to be something you can get into without
going to the gym.

“Is this more important than finding
time to exercise?”
“Is there something on this list that
someone else could take care of so that I
had more time?”
“What would I need to do to have more
time to workout?”
You may honestly be busy right now, but
most of us are busy all the time. There will
never come a magic time when everything
sorts itself out and you have nothing else
to do but workout.
Not unless the internet shuts down. For
good.

I don’t know what
workouts to do
If you don’t know what workouts to do,
then you need to check out Pinterest and
YouTube. There are more free workouts on
those websites than you could ever hope
to find time for.
You could also download a fitness app
(Aaptiv and FitOn are my personal
favorites)
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that will not only give you tons of
workouts to do, but they will make
suggestions each day based on your
fitness goals.
Getting free or inexpensive ideas on
workouts to do is as easy as grabbing your
phone and opening a few apps.

I’m lazy
I can count on one hand the amount of
moms I have met that are actually lazy.
Most of us spend way too much time
taking care of our families, children,
homes, and jobs to ever fall in the category
of lazy.
What is most likely the issue is that you
don’t have the mental energy to put
toward fitness right now. It’s probably
being taken up by your kids and your job if
you have one.
Keeping our kids alive, fed, and reasonably
happy often requires the majority of our
mental energy. And that’s before trying to
keep the house up and trying to maintain a
relationship with our spouse.
With all that going on, your brain might
balk at the idea of trying to figure out how
to fit a workout in.

If that’s the case, then I encourage you to
ask yourself, “How can I make it easier?”
Figure out what is causing the mental
roadblock to you getting up and getting
your workout in. Is it that you need
someone to watch the kids? Maybe you
need a few pieces of exercise equipment.
Maybe you need an accountability partner.
Maybe you need your husband to put the
kids to bed or someone else to clean up
the dinner dishes.
You might also need your workouts to be
shorter or easier. Whatever the answer is,
the problem isn’t that you're lazy.
Telling yourself that just makes it that
much harder to get up and get it done.
Instead, work to find the answer for what
will help make it easier for you to workout.

I have no energy
Most people think that exercising requires
energy, but it also gives us energy too. This
might sound counterintuitive, but I
promise it’s true.
Exercise gets your blood pumping and
increases your adrenaline and endorphins.
It gets your lungs moving and wakes up
your body.
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This helps give you energy that you can
use throughout the rest of your day. And
the more you do it, the more your strength
and stamina grows. Which will also help
with your energy levels.
If you feel like you struggle to get up
enough energy to start working out, here
are a few things to try:
Make sure you’re getting 6-8 hours of
sleep every night
Start slow with walking, stretching, or
yoga
Remind yourself of the fact that
exercise will help give you the energy
you need
Agree to just do 10 minutes of your
workout. You can reassess after that
how much you are up for.
Doing 1 (or several) of these things is
usually enough to get me started with my
workout even when I’m feeling really tired.
And typically once I get started, I am a lot
more willing to see it through to the end.

I don’t know where
to start
Start anywhere, with anything. You don’t
have to do the best workout or the most
effective one.

Pick something that you think you will
enjoy and start there. You can always
change your workouts or readjust as
necessary.
There is no such thing as a bad workout as
long as you enjoy it and you’re moving your
body. So don’t worry about what you
should be doing and just get started.

I can’t run
Although running has become one of my
favorite ways to exercise, it’s far from the
only one out there. There are tons of
different types of cardio you can do.
If you haven’t tried them yet, you might
want to look into:
Walking
Biking/Cycling
Dancing
Swimming
High-Intensity Interval Training (HIIT)
Rowing
Jumping Rope
Stair Climber
Elliptical
Tabata (A type of interval training)
Kettlebell training
Circuit training
All of those are great versions of cardio
that don’t include running.
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I have bad knees
With exercise becoming more popular, a
lot of trainers have started focusing on
creating workouts that are low-impact.
Low-impact means little to no running,
jumping, or plyometric movements.
These are great for anyone with bad knees
who can’t take the impact of those high
intensity exercises. You can easily search
Pinterest or YouTube for low-impact
workouts to find some good exercises to
get you started.
If traditional workout videos aren’t your
style, biking, elliptical, and swimming are
easy, knee-friendly workouts you can do
too.

I can’t afford
expensive exercise
equipment
I feel you on this one! I have never had a
large budget for home gym equipment. My
current home gym has been purchased
over a few years and still costs less than a
few hundred bucks.

If even that is still out of your price range,
just stick with no-equipment, bodyweight
workouts.
When I first started exercising, I had zero
workout equipment. I used my body
weight as resistance for strength training
workouts and I simply used my
neighborhood or the park for walks/runs.
Between Pinterest, YouTube, and your
own creativity, you can get a great
workout that costs you absolutely nothing.

I don’t have
childcare
Me neither! But that doesn’t mean we
can’t still stay consistent with our
workouts. In Chapter 7, I go over several
ways to get a quick workout in, even if you
have no childcare.
Here is a quick recap of what I go over in
Chapter 7:
Wake up a little earlier
Exercise with your kids
Workout during after school activities
Exercise during your lunch break
Exercise during naptime
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Have a fitness playdate with friends
Workout while the kids are eating
Take your workout outside
When you don’t have childcare, sometimes
it means your workouts will look a little
different or possibly be shorter. And
guaranteed there will be days that you get
interrupted 50,000 times.
But the only bad workout is the one that
doesn’t get done. So it’s worth the effort
to try your best to get it in during those
few spare moments our kids give us.

I’m embarrassed
about my current
fitness level. I don’t
want anyone to see
me working out.
I know this feeling and I understand how it
can make you want to hold back. But
here’s the thing: everyone starts
somewhere.
When you’re comparing yourself to
someone who has spent months and years
being physically active, then sure it feels
like you suck.

But you’re the only one expecting you to
be at that level right off the bat.
Most people have nothing but respect for
the beginners because they remember
what it was like when they were beginners
too.
And here’s the other thing, physical fitness
and endurance takes time to build. The
longer you wait to get started, the longer
it’s going to take you to get there.
If you’re still feeling a little shy about
putting yourself out there, here are some
things that can help:
Start with home workouts until you
feel more comfortable.
Grab a workout buddy so you don’t feel
as alone or self-conscious.
Look up YouTube videos for
instructions on how to do exercises
with proper form. A lot of time just
knowing what you’re supposed to be
doing can help a lot.
Make sure you sign up for classes
meant for beginners. The expectation
is that everyone will be starting off at
the same ability level as you.
Have a game plan for when you hit the
gym. You can get straight to your
workout instead of worrying what
anyone else is thinking about you.
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I don’t have anyone
to workout with me
and help keep me
motivated.
Join a virtual workout program or an online
accountability group. Having a workout
partner is great motivation, but you don’t
have to be limited to your current friends
and family.
There are other people just like you who
are probably looking for someone to offer
that extra bit of motivation and
encouragement too.
Facebook has lots of free groups where
you can find other women to help keep
you accountable to your exercise plan.
There are also tons of virtual exercise
challenges where large groups of people
come together online to cheer each other
on.

So it’s not in your best interest to leave the
responsibility of that on someone else. No
one else will ever be as motivated to help
you as yourself.

Action Steps for
Chapter 8:
Take a few minutes to think about and
write down any lingering thoughts that
make it feel hard for you to exercise. You
can use the journal prompt “I want to
exercise, but…”
Then come up with some thoughts and
practical solutions to help you overcome
whatever issues come up. I promise there
is a solution for just about every problem
out there if you’re willing to be open
minded and a little creative.

And if all else fails, use a lot of the tools in
this book to help create some personal
internal motivation. You are the person
who has to live with the consequences of
whether you exercise regularly or not.
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Conclusion
You made it! You now have a huge arsenal
of tools and tips that you can use to help
motivate yourself and stay consistent with
your exercise routine.
We have gone over your "why," the very
compelling and personal reason to get up
and get moving even on the tough days.
We have talked about how to create a
S.M.A.R.T. goal that will help create the
roadmap for your workout routine.
Next, we tackled how to create the perfect
Exercise Plan. We went over how and why
you need to have a good variety in your
workouts.

Then, we went over every trick, tip, and
hack I know to help you stay consistent and
motivated to stick with your plan.
We also covered some good ways to find
extra time to workout as a busy mom.
My hope is with the information I have
shared in this book you will feel confident
and inspired enough to go after your
dreams of your building the best version of
yourself. I hope you learn that with a solid
plan behind you and a willingness to put in
the work, you can achieve results that
previously felt out of your reach.
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If going from being someone who used to
hide from even thinking the word cardio to
someone who could run a half marathon
has taught me anything, it's that you don't
have to be special to reach your fitness
goals. A fit and healthy body is not
something that a lucky few just happen to
be born with.

Stay in touch!
If you would like to connect more, you can
find me on social media here:

It’s the result of regular people, like you
and me, who decided to give their best
effort to their exercise goals and stayed
consistent. You can do this!

What's Next?
Now that you have proven yourself a total
rockstar by finishing this ebook, I want you
to check out the Resources section that
you will find next. In it, I have included
worksheets and printables to help you
practice what we’ve covered and get you
started with your Exercise Plan right away.
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S.M.A.R.T. Goal Setting Worksheets: This mini workbook
includes all the worksheets your need to turn your “why” into a
S.M.A.R.T. goal.
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Exercise Planners: This worksheet is where you will write out
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Fitness Test: A basic fitness test that you can complete. This
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Basic Home Gym Equipment: This is a list of my
recommendations for which equipment are great to use if you
are setting up a basic home gym.

Bonus Worksheets to help you get
started right away!
Want a little help figuring out your next steps to get started? I can help! I have
put together a Fitness Planner Bundle that will help give you everything you need
to need to get started working toward your fitness goals today!
Here's what's included with the Fitness Planner Bundle:
3 Beginner Exercise Plans: Know exactly what to do to get started
14 Beginner & Intermediate Workouts: Full body workouts so you can use
to fill in your Exercise Plan
4 Different Workout Templates: Create unique workouts fast!
Targeted Exercise Moves List: Have endless variety with your workouts and
never get bored

Grab your copy of the Fitness Planner Bundle HERE!
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S.M.A.R.T. Goal Setting
What goes into a powerful and effective goal?
A good goal is specific. in line with your priorities, and helps you create an
action plan to help you achieve it. To help make sure you goal is actually
useful, we are going to use the acronym S.M.A.R.T.

Are my goals S.M.A.R.T.?
S.M.A.R.T. stands for specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and timely.
Specific: What exactly do you want to achieve?
Measurable: How can you measure your progress towards your goal?
Achievable: Is this goal something you can realistically achieve?
Relevant: Is this goal relevant to the things you want in your life?
Timely: Set a deadline for when your goal should be accomplished.
By using this model, we can take a vague goal of "I want to lose weight," and
turn it into "I want to lose 45 lbs in 6 months so I can weigh 140 lbs."
Use the worksheet on page 5 in this workbook to help create your S.M.A.R.T.
goal.

Creating my action plan!
Once you have your S.M.A.R.T. goal, you can start breaking it down into bite
size pieces. These bite size pieces are what you will use to help create an
action plan. Your action plan is going to be the road map from where you are
right now, to the finish line of your goal.
One of the first things you will do is brainstorm all of the possible actions that
you can do that would achieve your goal. For example, when trying to lose
weight, you would write down: drink 64 oz of water daily, journal my food, get
6-8 hours of sleep each night, meal plan, etc.
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S.M.A.R.T. Goal Setting
Write down every single one you can think of. You won't be doing them all at
once, don't worry. You just want a comprehensive list of actions. Use the
worksheet on page 7 in this workbook to brainstorm your action steps.
Next, we will take your long term goal and break it down into monthly goals.
Then we will take one of your monthly goals and break it down into weekly
goals. Then we will take your weekly goal and break it down into daily mini
goals.
You will pick 1-3 action steps from page 7 to use as your daily mini goals. Once
you have mastered one of your mini goals, you can add in a new one.

What if my plan isn't working or my goals
change?
Don't worry! That is all a part of the process. You will reassess your progress
and the effectiveness of your plan each month, or as often as needed.
If you find things aren't going as planned, or that your goals have changed,
simply start back at the beginning. It's normal and expected that your plan
will go through different variations. That's one of the reasons I suggest only
breaking down 1 monthly goal at a time.
It's important to reassess your goals even if you are staying on track. It helps
to look back and see what actions are getting you the most progress, so you
can perhaps incorporate more of those actions steps into your daily mini
goals.
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S.M.A.R.T. Goal Setting
How to use this workbook
In this workbook, I have included 3 worksheets. You will find a Creating
S.M.A.R.T. Goals Worksheet, a Daily Action Steps Worksheet, and a Creating
My Goal Action Plan Worksheet.
You can print them out and fill them in by hand or use them as prompts for
journaling.
Below I have included some examples of the worksheets to help give you an
idea of how to fill them out. Use the examples for inspiration, but don't copy
them completely. Each person's health journey is unique to their body and
circumstances, so their goals and action plans should look unique as well.

Now you are ready to get started!
Now you are ready to get started! You know how to create powerful and
effective goals and how to use those goals to create an action plan.
You are officially ready to start working towards that healthy and fit life you
have been dreaming about.
If you have any questions, email me at Candice@littlestepsbighappy.com.
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Creating S.M.A.R.T. Goals
What is the end result that I want from this experience?

S

Specific: What exact action do I want to achieve?

M

Measurable: How can I measure my progress?

A

Acheivable: Can I realistically achieve this goal?

R

Relevant: Is this goal in line with my current priorities?

T

Timely: What is the deadline for when my goal should be
completed?

My new S.M.A.R.T. goal is:

Little Steps, Big Happy

(Example)

Creating S.M.A.R.T. Goals
What is the end result that I want from this experience?
I want to lose the baby weight and feel more confident in my body.

S

Specific: What exact action do I want to achieve?
I want to lose weight so I weigh what I did before pregnancy.

M

Measurable: How can I measure my progress?
I will need to lose 25 lbs. I will track how much weight I lose.

A

Acheivable: Can I realistically achieve this goal?

R

Relevant: Is this goal in line with my current priorities?

T

Timely: What is the deadline for when my goal should be
completed?

This is a realistic goal for my height and weight. I was at a healthy weight
before I got pregnant.

Losing weight relates well with my goal of feeling more confident and
confident in my body.

6 months is a healthy timeframe for me to lose 25 lbs.

My new S.M.A.R.T. goal is:
I want to lose 25 lbs in 6 months by exercising regularly and making better
choices with my diet.

Little Steps, Big Happy

Daily Action Steps
Worksheet
Directions: Write/type all of the actions you can take that
will help you achieve your goal.
My Goal:

Actions I can take that will help me achieve my goal:

Little Steps, Big Happy

Daily Action Steps
Worksheet (Example)
Directions: Write/type all of the actions you can take that
will help you achieve your goal.
My Goal:
I want to lose 25 lbs in 6 months by exercising regularly and making
better choices with my diet.

Actions I can take that will help me achieve my goal:
Exercise 4-5 days a week

Take a walk or stretch on rest days

Cardio exercises: running,

Add in more vegetables to my diet

dancing, bike riding, elliptical,

Cut back on evening snacking

walking

Get 6-8 hours of sleep each night to

Strength training workouts: Full

have enough energy to workout

body, arms, abs, legs, glutes

Perform fitness tests

Yoga workouts: good for stretching Take measurements
and developing muscle tone
Drink 64 oz of water a day to stay
hydrated, lose weight, and recover
from workouts

Little Steps, Big Happy

Creating My Action Plan
My Goal:

In order to reach my goal, each month I will need to:

In order to reach my monthly goal, each week I will need to:

In order to reach my weekly goal, each day I will need to:
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Creating My Action Plan
My Goal:

(Example)

I want to lose 25 lbs in 6 months by exercising regularly and making
better choices with my diet.

In order to reach my goal, each month I will need to:
I will need to lose 4 lbs each month. Perform fitness test, take
measurements.

In order to reach my monthly goal, each week I will need to:
I will need to lose 1 lbs each week. Exercise 4-5 days a week, 2 cardio
workouts, 2 strength workouts, 1 optional yoga workout, walk or
stretch on rest days.

In order to reach my weekly goal, each day I will need to:
Get 6-8 hours of sleep
Drink 64 oz of water
Exercise or walk/stretch
Eat extra veggies at 1 meal a day
Stop eating by 8 pm

Little Steps, Big Happy

My Exercise Plan!
My S.M.A.R.T. goal:

I will exercise _______ days a week.

Types of workouts I will do:

My week of workouts at a glance:
Sun

Tue

Mon

Wed

Workout Type:

Workout Type:

Workout Type:

Workout Type:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Location:

Location:

Location:

Location:

Thu

Fri

Sat

Workout Type:

Workout Type:

Workout Type:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Location:

Location:

Location:
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Notes:
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My Plan for Getting FIT
Fit
This Week!
My goals this week:

Monday:

Tuesday:

Activity:

Activity:

Location:

Location:

Time:

Wednesday:

Time:

Thursday:

Activity:

Activity:

Location:

Location:

Time:

Time:

Friday:

Saturday:

Activity:

Activity:

Location:

Location:

Time:

Time:

Sunday:
Activity:
Location:
Time:
Little Steps, Big Happy

The only bad workout
is the one that
didn't happen!
https://littlestepsbighappy.com

tiF

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat
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My Plan for Getting FI This Month!
Month:

Mon

My goals this month are:
Sun
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My Fitness
Fitnes Test
Instructions:

Perform this Fitness Test periodically to see how your body is growing
stronger and your endurance is improving. To perform the test, all you
need is a timer and a mat. Follow the instructions below for each activity.
Then score your results in the Chart. Make sure you warm up properly
before beginning the test.

Fitness Test Activities:
Balance Test: Stand on one leg and close your eyes. Time how long you
can balance on one leg. If your other foot touches the ground or you
reach out and hold on to something to catch your balance, stop the timer.
Perform on each side.
Push Up Test: Get into a standard push up position and start the timer.
Count how many push ups you can do in 1 minute. If you can't perform
standard push ups, drop to your knees. If you can't perform knee push
ups, do them against a wall.
Wall Sit Test: Find a clear space against a wall. Get into a squat position
with your back against the wall. Scoot down until your legs create a 90
degree angle. Time how long you can hold the wall sit with perfect form
with your hands by your side. If you have to use your hands or slide
higher up the wall, stop the timer.
Sit Up Test: Lay on your back with your knees bent at a 90 degree angle.
Place your hands interlaced behind your head or crossed over your chest.
Count how many sit ups you can do in 1 minute. Your feet and hips need
to remain connected to the ground throughout each sit up. If your feet lift
off the ground of you lift your hips up to get more momentum, don't
count that rep.
1 Mile Run or Walk Test: Run or walk 1 mile and record your time. You
can alternate running and walking or you can just pick one to stick with
throughout. Record your time including any stops or breaks in between.

Little Steps, Big Happy
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My Fitness
Fitnes Test Results

Date:
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Balance
Test Left

Balance
Test Right

Push Up
Test

Wall Sit
Test

1 Mile
Sit Up Test Run/Walk
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Home Gym Recommendations
If you feel like home workouts are more your style, here is a list of my favorite home
gym equipment. This is by no means an extensive list, but these items have served me
well in staying fit and active without having to leave my house.
Some of the links below are affiliate links. If you use the link to purchase the
equipment, I may earn a small fee. This doesn't affect the price for you. To learn more
about my affiliate policy, go here.
Yoga Mat: Find one here.
Loop Resistance Bands: Find them here.
Flat Resistance Bands: Find them here.
Jump Rope: Find one here.
Stability Ball: Find one here.
Dumbbells: Find them here.
Cardio Machine: Pick 1 or more
Treadmill: Find one here.
Spin Bike/Stationary Bike: Find one here.
Elliptical: Find one here.
Rowing Machine: Find one here.
Little Steps, Big Happy
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THE END.
THANK YOU!

